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A study on the characteristic of interior works in units of apartment houses and customers’ realizations and satisfaction — Research on interior works in apartment houses in beijing —

xiao hong ZHOU, Tetsu YOSHIDA, Junzo MUNEMOTO and Yan Min ZHOU

The space composition and form-feature of a traditional dwelling of the hui-zhou district in china — The investigation in cheng-kan village of hui-zhou district, huang shan city, an hui province part 1 —

qi NI and Shigetomo KIKUCHI

A study on open lecture rooms in the lifelong learning facilities —

Yukio MIKAIJI and Shunsuke YOKOYAMA

The transformation of the health care facilities for elderly — Comparing characteristics of facilities after long-term care insurance was enforced —

jibwa ROH, Kazumasa OTAKI and Kazuoki OHARA

A study on children and environment through transition of playgroups A study on the interaction between children’s ways of becoming members of society and space part 2

Masayuki SATO, Kazuhiko NISHIDE and Takashi TAKAHASHI

A study of the architectural planning and stereotyping the floors plans on the organizing types of the night nursery school — For the environmental improvement of night nursery school (3) —

Kahoru KITAURA and Etsuko KINOSHITA

Typological analysis of the roof frame in different localities in japanese premodern farmhouses Methodical studies in the framing system in japanese traditional timber houses part 2

Tooru HORIE

Developments of super clear glass and tempered glass and diachrony of their usages in japanese architecture

Tomio INOUE and Shuichi MATSUMURA

Identification of cultural heritages and analysis of its maintenance A study on cultural heritage management at taketomi island, okinawa part 1

Shiichii IRENOUE and Noriaki NISHIYAMA

Mental distances and directions to places in children’s living environments A study on the mental scenery of children part 2

Naoki MATSUMOTO, Katsunori TATEBE and Masamitsu HANAI

Relationship between the characteristics of shop’s open part and pedestrian’s attentive action on the pedestrian mall during daytime and nighttime A case study on the harajuku cat street

Shigeo KOBAYASHI

Consideration about the application of the city planning act no.34-8 to the urbanization control area Case study in the 4 cities where the ordinance had been enforced and the main cities of aichi prefecture

sang-yeol MA and Akira OHGAI

Research on the change in the circumference area caused by the university move — About town-making of the university circumference area —

Noriaki ISHIMARU and Jingang XU

Evaluation system for building control method considering the performance of daylight environment on the road Design control method considering the quality of daylight in urban open space (4)

Kei SAITO and Michihiko SHINOZAKI

A study on the planning theory and strategy of urban growth in the greater copenhagen metropolitan region in denmark

Eiko NISHI

The process of consensus building on ichon centreville condominium in seoul, korea — A study on the owners-initiated condominium reconstruction part 1 —

Chiriko YOUM and Mitsuo TAKADA

The characteristics of housing stock circulation in tokyo metropolitan area

Koichi ISHIZAKA, Masaki KANAZAWA and Takashi OMI

Space structure of the gongji arcade

Kunio SUGAHARA

Architectural style of kidomn in kyoto — A study on kidomn of kyoto in the edo era (no.2) —

Toshibi MARUYAMA

The presentation of the imperial palace’s karidon of the naishi-dokoro and kami-goryo and shimo-goryo shrine in the early modern period

Yasuko KISHI

Analysis about surrounding parts of matuno-roka A study on the difference of honmaru palace between honmaru palace in koka eras and honmaru palace in manen eras, edo castle

Masao OGAI and Kiyo HIIRAI

Basic exterior space planning method of tohodaiji temple in nara period

Toshio SAKURAI and Masashi FURUI

The development of road codes A study of urban improvement of yokohama in the late tokugawa and early meiji period

Kei TSURADA and Toshikazu TSUCHIMOTO

The building phases of gates at ankgor thom, cambodia

Hiroki HATTORI, Shin-ichi NISHIMOTO, Sokuntheary SO and Takehisa NAKAGAWA

Architecture of the event-space A study on the notion of ‘single surface’ through and around the collective architectural criticisms of jeffrey kipnis vol. 2 —

Tobu HORIGUCHI, Yasuaki ONODA and Minoru KANNO

A life and works of architect shojo ohtaha — A study on the activities of the architect in the hiroshima district

ming LI, Norio ISHIMARU and Mitsuo OKAGAWA

Analysis on the architectural theory and the design method of andre lurcat part 2 Relation between the symmetry and the communism

Tomoko KAWAI and Katsunobu KOBAYASHI

Discussion on research activity published as “plan of noh-stages in sad and wakasa”

Kunio ISOBE

The author’s answer to discussion by kunio isobe

Hiroki UNO, Toshikazu TSUCHIMOTO and Akira SASAGAWA